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<td>57</td>
<td>2020</td>
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<tr>
<td>57a</td>
<td>60th anniv.</td>
</tr>
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<td>58</td>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. Subjects

50th anniversary - see Churchill College’s 50th anniversary
60th anniversary - see Churchill College’s 60th anniversary

A

Acheson, Roy: 40:66 (81st birthday of), 40:92 (obituary)
Admission of undergraduates: 22:58
Adrian, Edgar, Lord: 14:17 (obituary)
Adrian, Richard, Lord: 32:32 (obituary)
Advanced Students: 9:28
Advertisement: 4 (back cover: CEGB)
Alex Hopkins lecture, 45:47, 46:70
Allan, Graham: 44:90 (obituary)
Allchin, Raymond: 40:71 (80th birthday of)
Allison, Mandy Hagley: 46:97-98 (obituary)
Alpoge, Levent, 52:60


Alumni, new initiatives: 56:166-167
Alumni Relations Officer’s Report, 51:36-39, 52:43-45
Alumni reminiscences: 57b:69-83
Alumni, request for information from: 1:25, 2:35. See also Association; Members
Amalgamated Clubs: see Clubs and Societies
Annan, Lord: 37:73 (obituary)
Appeal, College: 23:31, 24:29. See also Development
Appeal, Library Bookplate: 32:82
Appeal, 50th anniversary launch, 47: 21-26
Appointments, Academic: 1:22, 2:28, 4:inset. See also Members, news of; Fellows, news of.
Archives, College: 26:21

Archives Fellow Commoners: see Fellow Commoners
Arkivoc (Archive for Organic Chemistry): 40:46
Armstrong, Denys: 7:10 (departure), 44:93 (obituary)
Arrow, Kenneth: 54:262-265 (obituary)
Artist Fellow Commoner, reflections of a: 28:20. See also Fellow Commoners
Ashburner, Michael: 31:10 (reflections on life and career), 39:42 (60th birthday symposium)
Ashcroft, Neil: 58:278-279 (obituary)
Ashmore, Philip George (Sandy): 40:50 (M.C.R. gift to), 39:87 (obituary)
Assemble Collective, projects at Churchill: 53:129-131
Atkinson, Sir Anthony Barnes: 54:258-259 (obituary)
Atomic weapons tests: 42:27
Aubert, Xavier: 36:65 (obituary)
Audit Feast, speech at: 40:4
B
Balfour, Arthur: 33:45 (connection with Whittingehame Lodge)
Barker, Captain Nick: 34:47 (obituary)
Barnes, John: 36:62 (80th birthday celebrations)
Barnett, Correlli (Bill): 44:51 (celebration of 80th birthday), 55:92-96 (celebration of 90th birthday)
Basinski, Bas: 37:77 (obituary)
Batchelor, Andrew: 29:36 (obituary)
Beaumont of Whitley, Lord: 45:49, 45:78 (obituary)
Bell Burnell, Jocelyn: 56:78-83 (interview)
Bell Burnell, Susan: 33:15 (orator's citation for)
Berry, Simon: 32:33 (obituary)
Bibliography of Fellows' publications: 15:22, 16:16, 17:25
Biggs, Mr: 9:8 (interview with)
Bill Brown Creative Workshops: 56:170-171, 58:37 (re-launch), 58:206 (fundraising)
Blackburn, Kari: 44:94 (obituary)
Black Monday, 51:52-54
Boathouse: 53:89-90
Bondi, Sir Hermann: 20:6 (biography), 42:69 (obituary), 57a:96-98
Bousquet, Robert: 57a:218 (obituary)
Boyd, Sir John and Lady Julia, farewell to: 43:6
Bracken, Brendan: 38:25 (memorial lecture)
Brendon, Piers: 32:13 (interview with)
Brexit: 55:15
Broers, Alec: 28:3 (speech by), 33:6 (interview with), 33:8 (valedictory for)
Broers, Alec and Mary, 'Alec and Mary at 80', 56:69-77
Brook, Jennifer: 54:151-157
Bullard, Sir Edward: 17:5 (obituary)
Bullock, Peter: 36:57 (retirement)
Burns Supper: 44:35, 46:36-38
Bursar: see Hamilton, John; George, Hywel; Allen, Michael; Rigby, Jennifer; Brook, Jennifer; James, Tamsin, and Finances
Business Club: 43:29
Business Expansion Scheme: 30:55
By-Fellows: see Fellow Commoners. See also 30:57 for note on change of title to By-Fellows, 1.10.93.

C
CAFOD (Catholic Fund for Overseas Development): 28:17
Cain, Richard: 32:35 (obituary)
Callear, Tony: 39:89 (obituary)
Cambridge Churchillians: 50:36
Cambridge Display Technology Ltd: 31:19
Cambridge MIT Institute: 37:10
Cambridge Society, Calcutta Branch, notice of: 22:75
Campbell, Colin, 44:48 (celebration of 80th birthday of), 51:117-121 (obituary)
Campbell, Gordon: 42:34 (reminiscences)
Cameron, Prof. Donald W., 52:69-71 (including corrections and additions to the list of names of individuals in the inaugural dinner photograph)
Cameron, Jim: 57a:219-220 (obituary)
Canon, from the: see Chapel; Duckworth, Noel
Careers entered by graduates: see Members, news of
Castle, Peter, 46:98 (obituary)
Catering: 31:30
Cellar, College: 4:9
Centre for Intercultural Musicology at Churchill College (CIMACC), 48:58-59
Chadwick, Lynn, 51:61-63
Champion, Justin: 57a:220-221 (obituary)
Charitable gifts: 45:20-21; 46:25-26, 47:40
Chen, Kuan-Chun: 58:8
Chitre, Kumar: 58:9, 58:137-140 (obituary)
Choral Competition Prize: 11:39, 12:27
Churchill Association: see Association
Churchill College’s 50th anniversary: 46:124-127
Churchill College’s 60th anniversary: 57b
Churchill, Empire and Race: 58:7, 58:68-69, 58:72-76
Churchill: The Evidence (exhibition): 36:31
Churchill Enterprise ‘Pitch to Win’: 57a:107
Churchill, HMS: 12:13
Churchill, Randolph: 5:11 (obituary)
Churchill, Lady: 15:6 (obituary)
Churchill Lecture in Economics: 33:62
Churchill Papers: 32:9
Churchill Rose, 48:26
Churchill Scholars: 37:52, 37:57
Churchill’s Boatmen: 50:72-76
CHUTalks: 53:117-118
Debreu, Gerard: 42:74 (obituary)
Development Report [by the Bursar]: 43:9
Diagram of an Object (Second State) [sculpture]: 33:49
Directors of Studies: see Officers
Donations, importance of: 53:121-125
Douglas, Hon. Lewis: 11:10 (appreciation of)
Downton College, 49:95-98
Drama: 28:26, 29:53, 29:54, 30:32, 35:54. See also GODS (under Clubs and Societies)
Drury, Byron 45:52
Dryhurst, Sarah: 57a:7
Duckworth, Noel: 7:7 (as Japanese prisoner), 10:46 (appreciation of), 17:10 (obituaries of), 19:16 (memorial to), 21:15 (bursary), 47: 44-51, 48:79-80

Edinburgh, Duke of: 58:286 (obituary)
Edinburgh Festival, Master’s reception, 45:48
Educational policy, reflection on: 10:27
Election observing: 42:32
Engineering, reflections on: 7:29, 37:54
Engineering, role of in British Society: 34:41
Entente Cordiale (celebration of French Fellowship): 41:43
Enterprise Competition (Churchill College), 52:58-60, 53:83-86, 56:97-100
Enterprise, conference: 54:110-112
Environmental sustainability: 58:195-197
Epstein, Harold: 43:19 (appreciation on retirement)
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion: 58:7, 58:67-71, 58:77-79; 58:96
Evans, Piers: 25:10 (obituary)
Events, notes on: 1:23, 2:33

Examinations: see Tripos Results
Exhibitions: see also Awards
Expeditions, news of: 5:32, 6:10, 7:16, 8:37, 19:9, 29:22
Extra-Mural Studies, Department of: 24:17

F
Fairtrade: 43:20
Farmer, Graham: 46:68 (post-prandial talk)
Fellow Commoners, news of: 29:34
Fellows, Honorary: see Honorary Fellows
Fellows’ Research: see Research
Fellowship, French, celebration of: 41:43
Finances, College: 4:7, 36:7
Finch, Professor Alison: 42:5 (appointment as Vice-Master), 54:89-91 (retirement), 56:90-93 (interview with)
Findlay, Alan: 44:61 (retirement)
Fleck, Alexander, Lord: 6:38 (obituary)
Fleet, John: 56:88-89 (interview)
Flowers (‘Why aren’t all flowers the same colour?’), 48:67-69
Flying Roast Ducks, 49:93-95
Ford, Rupert: 38:98 (obituary)
Forewords by the Master: see Master
Foundation of the College: 1:7, 8:7
Founding Fellows: 37:14, 37:16
Fowler, Chris: 44:97 (obituary)
Fox, Martha Lane, 55:116-117
Freedom of Information conference: 44:32
French Ambassador to UK visit [M. Jean-Pierre Jouyet), 56:104-105
French Government Fellowship Scheme: 54:120-121, 55:165-167
Frost, David: 21:23 (obituary)
Fulton Anniversary Lecture: 33:28
Furniture designed by the Days: 38:28

G
Gagne, Christophe: 57a:7
Gamow, George: 5:44 (obituary)
Gangadharan, Nishanthi: 58:8
Gap Year: see Pre-University Experience; Industrial Liaison
Gardens, see Grounds & Gardens
Gbadamosi, Gabriel, re Richard Imison award for radio drama: 31:36
George, Hywel, appointment of: 8:43
Gifts: see Benefactions
Godber, Lord: 13:16 (obituary)
Goffin, Win: 39:92 (obituary)
Going Forward: 54:195-197, 58:9, 58:201
Goldstein, Ray 45:50-
Gorse, Beatrice Mary: 6:22 (appreciation of), 32:40 (obituary)
Graduates, fundraising for: 54:203-204
Graduates, posts taken by: see Members, news of
Gray, Len: 40:93 (obituary)
Green, Lucie: 58:8, 58:111-113
Grillo, Thomas: 36:66 (obituary)
Gulbenkian-Yuval Studentship, 52:32-34
Gupta, Brij Lal: 31:57 (obituary)
Gurdon, Professor Sir John 45: 49

H
Hahn, Frank: 42:45 (80th birthday of), 51:143-147 (Memorial Celebration)
Hanging Committee: 46:34-36, 50:59-61, 51:61-63
Harary, Frank: 42:75 (obituary)
Harpischord: 34:9
Harriman, Pamela: 34:49 (obituary)
Hawks Club, announcement by: 24:52
Hawthorne, Barbara Runkle: 30:36 (obituary)
Hawthorne, Sir William: 5:9 (biography), 20:8 (appreciation), 30:7 (appreciation), 31:95 (appreciation), 40:51 (poem in honour of on 90th birthday), 40:63 (celebration of 90th birthday of), 45:43 (celebration of 95th birthday)
Heating system: 32:46
Hesketh, Barrie: 58:280-282 (obituary)
Hesketh, Marianne: 21:22 (obituary)
Hewish, Anthony: 33:15 (Orator’s citation for, appreciations of), 41:27 (celebration of 80th birthday), 58:283-284 (obituary)
Hey, Richard: 35:62 (celebration of 80th birthday of), 44:46 (celebration of 90th birthday of), 51:143 (Memories of from Garry Lindberg)
Heyes, Michael: 33:51 (obituary)
Hines, Deborah: 58:285-286 (obituary)
Hines, Melissa: 46:67-68 (post-prandial talk)
Hipernet [language learning]: 33:35
History of the College: 18:8, 20:11, 22:14, 26:21, 38:17; 57b:18-68
HMS Churchill, voyage on board: 38:45
Holmes, Richard: 28:28 (review of books by)
Holocaust Denial and the Ethics of Librarianship: 54;176-178
Hopkins, Alex: 43:55 (obituary)
Hosmer, Carol: 46:66 (retirement)
Humanities and Social Sciences, Role of in Engineering Education: 50:84-88

I
Industrial Fellow Commoners: see Fellow Commoners
Industrial Liaison, the Gap Year: 27:6, 38:53
International Relations (11th Roskill Lecture): 42:36
Isaac-Churchill Physics Widening Participation Boot Camps, 55:105-111

J
Jafar Professorship, appointment to: 33:60
James, Tamsin: 54:227-228
Jennison, Brenda: 54:266-272 (obituary)
Johnson, Brian: 46:70 (lecture by)
Johnson, Helen: 55:199
Joint Common Rooms Dining Nights: 11:19, 12:30
Joint Common Rooms Finance Committee: 20:32; see also Clubs and Societies
Jones, Aubrey: 40:93 (obituary)


Junior Common Room, life in: 3:24, 6:24

K
Kapil, Bhanu: 58:9
Kapitza, Pyotr, 21:22 (obituary), 29:25 (review of edited letters)
Kapitza Fund for Russian researchers: 29:55
Keeper of the Archives, interview with: 32:13
Kendall, Bridget: 55:101-104
Kendall, David: 35:63 (80th birthday), 45:80 (obituary and memorial service)
Kendall, Norman: 37:78 (obituary)
Keynes, Richard: 46:38-43 (90th birthday celebration)
Knott, John: 33:59 (appointment as Dean of Fac. of Engineering, Uni. of B'ham)
Knowles, Kevin, appeal on Mastermind: 43:38
Kramer vs God: 46:46-50
Kress, Dr Berthold: 45:50
Krzeczkowski, Henryk: 24:28 (obituary)

L
Langer, Ebbe: 46:98 (obituary)
Language learning: 33:35, 39:49
Larsen, Henning: 29:11 (biographical note)
Leadership Programmes: 53:98-101
Le Cornu, Martin: 28:32 (obituary)
Lei, Sylvia: 58:8
Letters to the Editor: 30:78, 32:89, 33:93
LeSafre, Pierre: 46:68 (post-prandial recital)
Levene, Charles: 40:68 (80th birthday of), 41:76 (obituary)
Library: 11:22, 23:28, 32:82, 3:50, 35:27. See also Archives Centre
Lilley, Gordon: 35:66 (80th birthday)
Lim, Dr Susan: 158-161
Linklater, Peter: 33:51 (obituary)
Liptak, Tamas: 35:68 (obituary)
Livesley, Ken: 31:22 (an account of his achievements made on his retirement), 41:33
(reminiscences), 43:32 (80th birthday), 58:141-147 (obituary)
Livingstone, Ken: 47:63-4 (13th Roskill Lecture)
Loeb, John L., Snr: 34:51 (obituary)
Lorenz, Christopher: 33:53 (obituary)
Lord Mayor of the City of London: 44:23
Lubbock, Hugh: 18:6 (obituary)
Luff, Harry “Jim”: 48:93 (obituary)
Lwoga, Christopher: 36:66 (obituary)
Lyon, Peter: 39:93 (obituary)
McClintock, Derick: 31:61 (obituary)
McKendrick, Tom: 57a:221-222 (obituary)
McQuillen, Kenneth: 42:76 (obituary)
Macrae, Kenneth: 29:37, 30:78 (obituary)
Maisonneuve Bequest: 24:35, 39:26, 54:118-119
Manufacturing Engineering: 36:37
Mastermind (appearance by Kevin Knowles): 43:38
Matthews, John: 14:18 (obituary)
Mature Student, reflections of a: 6:16, 7:11
May Balls: 3:19
ME, graduate life with: 53:126-28
Meitner, Lise: 30:34 (biographical note)
Menter, James: 43:56 (obituary)
Menuhin, Yehudi: 36:33 (visit); 36:34 (eulogy for at Westminster Abbey memorial service)
Michalitsianos, Andy: 35:70 (obituary)
Middle Common Room Conference on Everything, 45:42, 46:50-1, 53:116; 56:137-139
Middle Common Room, life in the: 3:23
Millennium: 36:61
Miller, Jack: 44:98 (obituary)
Mills, Ivor: 43:57 (obituary)
Minshall, Tim: 57a:7
Mischenko, Alex: 44:103 (obituary)
Mistry, Dhruva (sculptor): 33:49
Model Car Racing: 29:28
Monson, Rita: 58:245 (appointment as Senior Tutor)
Moore, Henry (sculpture): 3:33
Moorthy, Kunal: 48:94 (obituary)
Morrison, Betty: 40:93 (obituary)
Morrison, John Sinclair: 2:30 (departure of), 38:95 (obituary)
Music Rooms, opening of: 17:14, 17:25, 45:47
Music Sizarship: 18:18, 40:49

N
Nabarro, Frank: 43:57 (obituary)
Name a chair at Churchill, 49:42-44
Ndebele, Prof Njabulo 45:50
Notes, College: 1:6, 2:10
Nuclear weapons, Churchill and: 54:99-101

O
O’Connell, Alex, 45:48
Overseas Fellow, reflections by wife of a: 10:56
Overseas Fellows, list of: 1:3, 2:6, 3:39, 4:39, 5:42. See also Fellows, list of

P
Packwood, Allen, book review: 56:84-85
Palmer, Andrew: 57a:222-223 (obituary)
Pankhurst, Helen: 56:86-87
Park, Andrus: 31:63 (obituary)
Partington, Richard: 44:22 (appointment as Senior Tutor), 58:14, 58:148-158 (departure of)
Pearson, Bill 45:51
Pegasus Project: 23:26
Penn, Bobbie [1st Churchill President of the Union]: 32:30
Pettitt, Harold: 34:53 (obituary)
Philips, Tom: 46:67 (portrait of Sir John Boyd)
Phoenix Society [resurrection of Socratic Society]: 41:29, 43:30
Phillipson, Andrew: 14:18 (obituary)
Pilling, Donald Lee: 45:88- (obituary)
Pinchin-Riley House: 53:10, 91-95
Porter, Roy: 39:94 (obituary), 45:48 (memorial plaque)
Postdoctoral By-Fellows: 54:171-175
Postgraduates, reflections by: 3:11, 5:29, 8:18, 10:20
Posts taken by students graduating: see Members, news of
Powell, Enoch (archives of): 40:29
Power, Mark photographic exhibition 45:51
Power of the Word, The / La Puissance du Verbe [international colloquium]: 38:51
Price, Rachael: 58:246
Pre-University Experience: 20:10, 27:6, 32:6
Prime Ministers, recordings of: 40:52
Prizes: see Awards; Fellows, news of

Q
Quartey, Joe, obituary: 43:57
Quiz: 36:36

R
Racial diversity: 58:80-82
Rawlinson, Dr John, chaplain [biographical notes]: 35:75; 45:28-32 (40th anniversary of Chapel)
Recital Room: see Music Rooms
31:19 (Solid State Physics), 31:22 (Engineering), 31:27 (Philosophy), 31:40 (Comparative Literature), 34:35 (Prehistoric Astronomy), 35:39 (Encyclopedia of Philosophy), 35:42 (Geophysics), 35:50 (Biology), 35:59 (History of Medicine), 36:40 (Social Anthropology), 36:41 (Economics), 36:47 (Legal Philosophy), 36:49 (Electron Microscopy), 37:41 (Genetics), 38:39 (History/the two cultures debate), 38:50 (Music), 38:54 (History), 38:59 (Architecture), 40:56 (Egyptology), 41:37 (animal behaviour), 42:30 (Mathematics). See also Bibliography

Research Fellows Elect, list of: 1:3, 2:6, 3:39, 4:38, 5:43
Research student, reflections by: 4:32
Reynolds, David, 'Booking Winston': 50:94-95
Richens, Paul: 42:5 (appreciation of)
Ridsdill-Smith, Geoffrey: 29:39 (obituary)
Robinson, Professor Carol: A Career in Chemistry (interview with): 49:69-72
Roosevelt Institute: 40:45
Rose, David: 57a:223-224 (obituary)
Roskill, Stephen: 7:33 (reflections by), 19:5 (obituary), 42:37 (observer of atomic weapons tests)
Rothwell, Professor Dame Nancy: 57a:93-95
Royal Aeronautical Society: 45: 39-
Rubinoff, Jeffrey: 54:260-261 (obituary)
Russia: 40:31, 40:36, 40:37
Ryall, Ronald: 57a:224-226 (obituary)
Ryder, Dennis: 39:98 (obituary)

S

Saini, Angela: 57a:112-114
Sanders, Jeremy, 45:38
Saunders, Bruce: 31:30 (interview with), 43:59 (obituary)
Schedl, Harold: 45:90 (obituary)
Schneider, Claudia: 57a:7
Scholarships: see Awards
School Visit to the Archives Centre: 33:29
Schools: 6:48 (reflections of a schoolteacher), 36:39 (recruiting to physics). See also Fellow Commoners, Schoolteacher; Sixth-Form Visitors
Schoolteacher Fellow Commoners, reflections of: 3:6, 11:31, 36:39, 36:55, 38:69, 38:73, 38:74. See also Fellow Commoners
Schulz, Wolfram: 46:68 (post-prandial talk)
Science and Technology at Churchill College: exhibition, 48:50-52
Science Park: 22:43
Scott, Nicholas Scott: 32:40 (obituary)
Scourse, Peter, 'More Words on Engineering Education': 35:37
Scrapbook, College: see News, College; Congratulations; Fellows, news of
Sculpture: 2:24, 3:33; 33:49, 51:61-63; 57b:41-44. See also Art
Secrett, Gillian: 57a:143-150 (a portrait)
Senior Common Room, news of: 21:49, 22:86
Senior Common Room Committee, list of members: 15:34, 16:30, 17:40
Senior Postgraduate Tutor’s Report: 57a:25, 58:22-24
Senior Tutor, reflections of a: 22:61

Shakespeare at Churchill, 48:70-72

Siddle, Ken: 56:143-145 (reminiscences)


Sizarships: 40:49

Sixth-Form Visitors: 6:39, 32:22

Snell, Elizabeth Churchill, 55:153-157

Soames, Lady: 40:8 (interview with), 51:132-141 (obituary)

Society, Churchill College: see Association

Societies: see Clubs

Socratic Society, reminiscences of talk by US Ambassador during Vietnam War: 33:47 See also United States Ambassador to the UK, visit

Socratic Society, resurrection of: 41:29

Sorenson, Georgia: 58:287-291 (obituary)

Southall, Aidan: 46:98-99 (obituary)

Southern African Bursary: 11:24, 43:40

Soyinka, Wole: 28:26 (production of play)

Spencer, Tim: 32:29

Sport: 30:15. See also Clubs and Societies

Spring Balls: 31:42, 32:49

Squire, Len, 55:118-122

Squire, Peter Stansfield: 46:100-103 (obituary)

St John Wilson, Colin, architecture: 54:181-186


Stenson, Liz: 58:291-292 (obituary)

Stevens, Donald Hume: 42:78 (obituary)

Stobbs, Michael: 33:54 (obituary)

Stokes, His Honour David: 42:81 (obituary)

Stokes Bursary Award Scheme, first award: 44:38

Storey's End (76 Storey's Way), history of: 33:46
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[Listed chronologically by volume; photographs unless otherwise stated]

1:1 Sir Winston Churchill plants an oak tree, Oct. 1959
2:2 Bust of Sir Winston Churchill by Oscar Nemon
2:11 The Duke of Edinburgh and Sir John Cockcroft at the Opening of the College, 5 June 1964
2:20 First dinner in the dining hall, 26 March 1964
3:4 Lady Cockcroft plants an ash tree
3:9-10 Life in Churchill (drawings by Lesley Sirluck)
3:10 The arrival of the Henry Moore sculpture (drawing by Lesley Sirluck)
3:17 The Librarian, Sir John Cockcroft and the Lord Chancellor in the newly opened Bracken Reading Room
3:25 The Arrival of Barbara Hepworth’s Sculpture
3:31 Henry Moore with his sculpture
3:32 Henry Moore and Jack Hamilton with the sculpture
3:36 Architect’s plan of the site (drawing)
4:4 Architect’s model of the College
4:12 Sculpture: Maze Maker
4:14 Architect’s model of the College
4:14 Richard Sheppard’s Imperial College, London
4:27 The Pavilion
4:29 The Chapel
4:36 The Chapel
5:4 Sir John Cockcroft
5:8 Sir William Hawthorne
5:13 Lady Cockcroft at the Opening of the Chapel
5:15 The Hepworth Sculpture
5:23 The Dining Hall (exterior)
5:33 The Cambridge Lichen Expedition, 1967
6:2 Sarah Churchill (Lady Audley) and Sir William Hawthorne, 3 June 1969
6:8 The Chapel (interior)
6:15 A porter, a child, and daffodils
6:23 An Esso tiger on the squash court wall
6:27 A (humourously) proposed College medal (drawing)
6:28 Noel Duckworth at the opening of the new boat house, 24 November 1968
6:33 Members of the cast of ‘Dandy Dick’
6:37 Ducks
6:42 A street scene in Hong Kong
6:46 The Duke of Edinburgh at the Churchill International Student Conference, 28 March 1969
7:2 [No caption: three people beside the Nemon bust]
7:6 The victorious Churchill College University Challenge Team, 1970
7:17 Camp site in the Llanganatasis (Ecuador)
7:23 Concluding scene from ‘The Spanish Tragedy’
7:51 The Bracken Reading Room at night
8:1 Sir Winston Churchill at the inaugural meeting of the Trustees, 6 May 1958
8:10 Sir John Cockcroft and the Duke of Edinburgh at the foundation ceremony, 1964
8:12 The buildings under construction
8:14 The College entrance; and the Hall and Library
8:15 The Buttery Bar; and the Sheppard Flats
8:19 The Chapel Interior
8:24 A (humourous) College coat of arms (drawing)
9:7 Winston Churchill Foundation of the U.S. Trustees’ Meeting in the Cockcroft Room, 16 June 1972
9:8 Some College railings
9:14 View from Squash Courts to Entrance
9:16-19 The Hepworth sculpture
9:23 View from the Master’s garden
9:27 The Archives Centre under construction
9:36 An evening of Ruritanian poetry
10:1 The Archives Building
10:8 Inscription on the wall of the Exhibition Hall
10:45 Noel Duckworth receives a silver rowing eight
11:1 Sir Winston Churchill at the Trustees’ Meeting to launch the Appeal, 28 Hyde Park Gate, 15 June 1958
11:6 Harold Wilson, Edward Heath, Jeremy Thorpe, Winston Churchill, and Lady Spencer-Churchill at the launch of the Centenary Appeal, Banqueting Hall, Whitehall, 1 April 1974
11:9 The Queen Mother and Lady Spencer-Churchill at the Somerset House Exhibition, 9 May 1974
11:14 Osbert Lancaster cartoon of Winston Churchill
11:58 The Dining Hall (etching by Valerie Thornton)
11:64 A Pastoral scene in Wales
11:67 A child
11:67 Sir William Hawthorne’s vintage car

[No illustrations in Vols. 12-21 (1975-84)]

22:8 Major-General John Hamilton
22:51 The Archives Sorting Room; the Conservationist at work
22:53-54 Childhood letter of, and school report on, Sir Winston Churchill

[No illustrations in Vols. 23-27 (1986-90)]

28:10 Laying the foundation stone of the Moller Centre; Sir David Williams (Vice-Chancellor), Alec Broers, Mr Mc-Kinney Moller and Lady Mary Soames
28:21 'Blue Lobby' (painting by Paul Winstanley, Artist Fellow Commoner)
29:5 Queen Ingrid with the Master (opening of Moller Centre)
29:7 Moller Centre from the south
29:9 Moller Centre: internal plan
29:20 Venetian oar system: diagram
29:21 Reconstructed trireme
29:29 Model car racing in Los Angeles
30:6 The new Study Centre, opened Sep 1993
30:12 Patrick Porritt (former UG)
30:33 Richard Warden as Humbert in Lolita at the ADC Theatre
30:53 Roskill Lecture 1993: Master (Alec Broers) and speaker (Admiral Sir Julian Oswald)
30:54 Master (Alec Broers), abseiling down a College wall in aid of charity
30:73 Rag bed race, 1993
30:79  Churchill Serenaders, Valentine's Day 1993
31:4  Four Square Walk-through and Moller Centre
31:21  New residential development on former St John's College kitchen garden on opposite side of Storey's Way from Churchill
31:26  Josephine Sykes, Zara Steiner, Sir Frank Roberts and Corelli Barnett (at Churchill Colloquium 1994)
31:43  Spring Ball 1994
31:51  Princess Royal and Hermann and Christine Bondi (Princess Royal's visit to the College)
31:56  Sir Robert Cockburn (fellow)
31:57  Dr Brij Gupta (fellow)
31:89  A Valerie Thornton Print of Churchill College
31:90  Repairing the Dining Hall roof
32:13  Piers Brendon, Keeper of the Archives
32:18  Mark Tully with Their Excellencies the High Commissioners of Pakistan, India and Bangladesh: Wajid Shamsul Hasan, Dr L M Singhvi and Dr A F M Yusuf (6th Roskill Memorial Lecture 22.2.95.)
32:30  Bobbie Penn in the President's Chair at the Union
32:32  Lord Adrian (Richard Adrian, Fellow 1961-81)
32:38  Sean Cooney (student)
32:47  Dennis Jacklin, chief maintenance engineer, explains the new combined heat and power unit to Dick Tizard
32:50  Sculptured panels on the frieze surrounding the new Library at Downing College
33:4  Prof Alec Broers
33:11  Sir John Boyd
33:14  Dining Hall through Crampton sculpture; Archives Centre door
33:16  Professor Antony Hewish
33:22  Martin Wells afloat
33:33  Lord Young of Dartington
33:36  Mrs Anny King promotes Hipernet
33:38  The Chapel and the Moller Centre tower
33:46  Whittingehame Lodge: first home of Cambridge genetics
33:49  The Dhruva Mistry Sculpture: Diagram of an Object (Second State)
33:50  The Bracken Library Gallery
33:93  Entrance to the Moller Centre (south side)
34:14  Professor Paul Kennedy - the seventh Roskill Lecturer
34:17  Cockcroft Remembered - the scene in the Wolfson Hall during the Round Table presentation
34:23  John and Elizabeth Cockcroft's children (Elisabeth, Cathie, Chris, Thea and Jocelyn)
34:30  Artists night at Churchill - the poetry readings
34:36  Michael Hoskin on location
34:38  Dick Tizard and friends - June 1997
34:57  Tony Swindlehurst and friends with the cheque raised at the Fun Day for Save the Children
35:2  Some familiar faces (members of staff)
35:9  During the signing of the agreement with Kawasaki (the Master and others)
35:20  Celebrating 25 years of women at Churchill
35:27  The Lady Soames, Mr Maersk Mc-Kinney Moller (opening of the new Library gallery)
35:28  James King, current of president of the JCR, and Mr Maersk Mc-Kinney Moller (opening of the new Library gallery)
35:31  The Keeper of the Archives congratulates Sir Robert Rhodes James on his speech (opening of Archives Centre exhibition, Storms of War)
35:33  John Kinsella and Tim Cribb
35:40  Dick Whittaker and Denis Keefe
35:43 Tim Owen
35:46 Peter Copley
35:51 David Stern on location
35:55 Frankenstein. Rosanna Lowe as the Creature. Rick warden as Victor Frankenstein
35:62 Richard Hey speaks
35:64 David Kendall informs the Master
35:66 Gordon Lilley
35:76 Andrew Palmer and Bill Dawes chat with Phil Ruffles - industrial adviser and Technology Director of Rolls-Royce
35:78 Hong Lee Tim finishes successfully for the College
36:3 Winston Churchill Scholars 1998/99
36:12 Malcolm Brinded
36:14 Alan Budd
36:16 Nick Bryant on location
36:19 The Churchill Association (5 snaps)
36:20 College Doings (5 snaps)
36:26 Sir Colin McColl
36:33 Yehudi Menuhin, Fellow and students
36:44 Graham and Elizabeth [Allan] entering a holy place
36:50 David Luscombe
36:54 Dorje Brody about to drift?
36:55 John Hayden
36:59 The Master presents the prize to Sophie [Levy]
36:60 Tracy Ryan, Robert Adams, John Kinsella, Sophie Levy
36:63 John [Barnes] at work and play
36:92 Jennifer Rigby
37:2 Our 40th anniversary: some first fellows and first students
37:19 Founder’s Feast
37:20 Bert Turner’s fireworks
37:20 Kinsella prizes
37:20 Helen Czerski on bench dedicated to Simon Berry
37:20 Hubble Space Telescope image of Planetary Nebula NGC 3132
37:29 Frank and Elicia [Maine]
37:42 The Tester at it [Mark Tester]
37:46 Frank on site [Frank King]
37:50 Elena [Godina] and Slava [Shestakov]
37:51 Martin Ley, Gareth Morgan, Alison Mairs (now Williams), Bob Watson, Ian Slater Rob Cleaver, Jeremy Scholes [alumni]
37:53 Donald Pilling in smart casual
37:54 Martin Kirby-Sykes
37:57 Anne Miller
37:58 Angie McConnell
37:62 Richard [Keynes] replies
37:66 Hermann [Bondi] regards the Universe
37:69 Peter [Squire] and friends
39:2 Two architects in front of their work - Paul Richens and Simon Tucker
39:2 The new archives extension
39:2 The Archives Committee
39:6 Peter Tregear rehearses Hopkins with the College choir and orchestra in the Dining Hall
39:9 Paula Halson receives her silver medal from the Lady Soames 14 June 2002
39:9 Michael [Ashburner] with friends
39:10 At Chartwell: the Master with Francesca Caine, Nick Bingham and Annette Tattersall
39:10 Graham and Brenda Pledger
39:10 Antoine Bourdelle’s bust of the 19thC classical French artist J A D Ingres [Maisonneuve collection]
39:39 The Master receives a gift from Professor Frydman with Mrs Coleman-Cohen in the background
39:47 Mark [Tester] with his daughter Gabriella
39:53 Andrew Palmer
39:55 Nick Bingham
39:57 Anthony Wild
39:59 Maria Petrou
39:61 Wayne Bartlett
39:68 Douglas Gough receives the Eddington medal from Professor Nigel Weiss
39:69 Simon Laughlin and Henry Girling plant an oak tree
39:70 Bust of the Founder with acolyte [George W Bush]
39:102 Garry Weston with (inset) Francis West
40:2 Jack and Marcia [Miller]
40:2 Sir William Hawthorne
40:2 Here are the scissors – Baroness Thatcher and Allen Packwood at the opening of the New Wing of the Archives Centre
40:5 The Founder’s Daughter – The Lady Soames
40:13 Bridget Kendall, the Master [Sir John Boyd] and Mr Nicholas Roskill
40:13 Our new housing ['The Pepperpots']
40:14 Untitled: No 13 30cm x 30cm
40:14 Alan and Vivien Lampard
40:23 Francesca [Caine] hands over to Alasdair Gill
40:59 Michael Norwich
40:63 Sir William Hawthorne and Family
40:67 Roy [Acheson] instructs us
40:70 [Charles] Levene always enjoys a joke
40:72 Raymond and Bridget [Allchin]
40:96 Julia King
40:99 Janet Thornton
41:2 Our victorious crew, Cox: Cecily Barker, Str: Ben Ramsden, 7: Peter Arch, 6: Jamie Wilson, 5: Tevis Jacobs, 4: Chris Klostermeier, 3: David Thornalley, 2: David Anderton, Bow: Noel Smith
41:2 French Government Fellows Reunion
41:13 Officers of the Churchill Edmonton Society: Stanley Schumacher QC (President), Anthony Kelly, David Checkel, Dr Laurence Mix
41:13 Two pieces of College art from the exhibition
41:14 Allen Packwood, Winston Churchill, Hon Helen Marie Taylor, the Master [Sir John Boyd], Mr William Thomas at the Churchill exhibition at the Library of Congress
41:14 How the Exhibition looked; Entrance (inset)
41:14 Winston Churchill, Senator John Warner, Mrs Jeanne Warner
41:23 Minnie S Churchill and the Master [Sir John Boyd]
41:26 Speakers at the tribute to Michael Young: Hilary Perraton, Patricia Thane, Matthew Hilton, Peter Hennessy, Martin Daunton
41:28 Antony Hewish
41:30 George [Steiner] and Catherine [Harrington]
41:33 Comdr Leavitt, Don Pilling, the Bursar [Jennifer Rigby]
41:34 Ken [Livesley] Then and Now
41:38 Oliver [Krüger]’s interviewee [a lion]
41:48 Peter Gershon
41:53 Burns’ Night: Gillian Templeton and Neil Esselmont
41:54 Robert Anderson and the President of the SCR [Archie Howie]
41:57 Reunion Dinner: the first two metallurgists Mike Bomford (U62) and Geoff Bibby (U62)
41:58 Paul Richens and Megan Yakeley on their wedding day
41:72 Francis Crick
42:2 Prince El Hassan and friend [Sir John Boyd]
42:2 Les [Dixon] and her successor Rebecca Sawalmeh
42:5 Alison Finch
42:13 John Kinsella and Tracey Ryan Prize – The Master with the Prize Winners: Ned Beauman, Leo Mellor, The Master [Sir John Boyd], Dr Ian Pattersen, Jeanie O’Hare, Tim Cribb and Christina Elliott
42:13 Bill Milne and Serena Povia
42:13 Derek Holmes shows his work
42:14 Art at Churchill
42:31 Peter Whittle, 1986
42:35 Gordon Campbell
42:39 Nicholas Roskill
42:44 Peter Wright
42:47 Dorothy [Hahn], Frank [Hahn] and Archie [Howie]
42:49 Two Welshmen talking – Keith [Williams] and Eurof [Walters]
42:51 Bob and Meg [Edwards]
42:91 Supriya Chaudhuri
43:2 The Master [Sir David Wallace]
43:2 John and Julia [Boyd]
43:2 Mary [Soames] applauds
43:13 Founding Members of the 1958 Society: Thomas Cusick, Michael Lewis, Guy Littler-Jones and Alan Walton
43:13 The Wonderful Silver Bowl – ‘Atomium’
43:14 Georgina Amos
43:18 Alasdair hands over to Liam
43:22 Orchestra on the Hill
43:28 Construction in progress [of the new Study Centre space]
43:32 Ken and Val [Livesley]
43:41 Tim Cribb
43:42 Gehan Amaratunga, Betsy Gray, Chris Hicks
43:43 Alex Workman
43:43 James McGregor
43:43 Tom Hannan
43:46 Dr David Ebden, Dr Caroline Winn, Dr Selena Ng, Dr Kristen Nawrotzki, Angie McConnell, Dr Sandra Shefelbine, Dr Meghan Gray
44:3 ‘The Clementines’
44:13 The 1958 Society: Lady Soames, Mr m G Dixon, Dr A Crisp, Sir J Boyd, Professor A. Hewish and the Master [Sir David Wallace]
44:13 The Lord Mayor of London, John Stuttard (U63)
44:13 Lord May of Oxford
44:14 Tim Cribb, ‘Welcoming the Beast’
Richard Partington
Rt Hon Tony Benn
Hans Blix
Peter Whittle
Richard Hey
Colin [Campbell] with Rachel and Roger Thomas
Joanna Mattis, Ellen Leffler & Barry Kingston
Ruth and Bill Barnett
Dudley Williams sings...
Alan [Findlay] serenades the audience
Members of the Men’s Hockey Team with their sponsor: Alastair Woodland, Simon Jones (U85), Neil Mathur & Varun Paul
Graham Allan
John (Jack) Miller
Robert Kennicutt
Dick [Tizard] and friends, Sue McKernan, Edward Libbey (U66), Martin Predergast, Glenwyn Benson, Susan Smythe, Ian Benson (U67), Michael Smythe, Julian Filichowski (U66), Andrew McKernan (U65).
Nigel Bacon (U74), Julie Bacon (U74), Jonathan Musgrave (G65), Marcia Miller, Robert Fulton (U70), Master; Alan Richardson (U78), Melvyn Rees (U74), Tony Wild (G68), The Lady Soames, Nicholas Garthwaite (U70), Greg Lock (U66), Miles Craven (U85), George Bielstein (Past By Fellow) and Stanley Green.
Churchill’s ‘Royal’ family: Jeremy Sanders, Carol Robinson, Dudley Williams and Chris Hunter.
Lord Beaumont of Whitley, Master and Reverend John Rawlinson
Mark Power and Colin Fraser.
The 1958 Society inductees: Pamela Greene, Barbara Richardson, Frank Maine, Julia Boyd, Dorothy Hahn, Frank Hahn, Matthew Hawn, Molly Ker-Hawn, the Lady Soames, Julian Maw, Vic Steadman, Sir David Wallace and Dave Steadman.
The “Teddynauts”
“The Association Presents” lectures 2009 - Sir John Gurdon and Professor George Steiner
The Master and Sir Martin Gilbert
“Chinese Art”
Photos by Vesna Kittelson
The Hepworth as it is painstakingly dismantled
Richard Keynes and the Lady Soames
Tree planting ceremony, 17 Oct 2010, by the Lady Soames, DBE
The 1958 Society inductees with the Lady Soames DBE
Magistri Tres or Three Jacks at Play - showing Sir David Wallace, Sir John Boyd and Sir Alec Broers
Reception at the House of Lords
Tony Feltbower (U72), winner of the 2010 Golf day
Sir Christopher Frayling (U65) speaks at the Cabinet War Rooms
Ms Beenish Ahmed, winner of the Kinsella poetry prize, with her Senior Tutor Dr Philip Johnston
Bert Irvin, his tie, a Tabard and the Master (Sir David Wallace).
Churchill men’s first boat winning at Peterborough
Churchill women’s first boat at the May Bumps

The 48th issue of the Review (2011) marked a redesign of the magazine. It included many more
illustrations, many of which were general views of the college or undergraduates. The list of photographs below only includes those specifically identified/captioned.

48:5    Alison Finch, editor
48:10   The Master, Sir David Wallace, in his office
48:11   The Master, Sir David Wallace, outside seated.
48:27   The Churchill Rose
48:49   Four Uptons: Richard (U70), Ben, Rosie (U06) and wife Jill.
48:53   Bob Edwards with the first 2 IVF babies, Louise Brown and Alastair MacDonald.
48:57   The Choir reunited
48:60   Laura Kilbride and Simon Ryle receiving their prizes from the Master (John Kinsella and Tracy Ryan poetry prize).
48:63   Boat Club 50th: the first Men’s First Boat, after undergraduates were admitted; Jim Cameron, college boatman for 30 years, and Sue Brown (G83), President of the Boat Club
48:64   Boat Club 50th (cont): The Boat Club gathering before dinner, looking up at the photographer on the walkway ‘roof’ and U61 chumpfers
48:74   Belinda (Brooks-Gordon, G95) talks to Vince Cable about policies for women
48:77   Rosemary (Furber, nee Johnston, U73) signing copies of ‘The Most Intimate Place’
48:78   Rick (Warden, U91) with two of his paintings.
48:87   Churchill’s Royal Family (Churchillians elected to Fellowships of the Royal Society), Jeremy Sanders, Carol Robinson, Dudley Williams and Chris Hunter.
48:89   Dudley Williams
48:104  New Fellows
49:9    Paddy Sadler with the captains of the other participating nations prior to the start of the ICC U19 Cricket World Cup, Queensland
49:23   Final design for ‘The Power of Words’ Exhibition
49:26   Churchill exhibition sign outside the Morgan Library, New York
49:53   The mini-casino dirks reception: Alison Finch with student Jennie Dunne
49:58   Lawn Tennis [Jonas Tinius, Evan Griffiths, Donald Slater, Frederik Floether (Captain), Alastair Kwan, Freddie Green, Jamie Tittle]
49:61   MCR Photo competition, First Prize, ‘Planet Churchill’ Marco Lam
49:62   MCR Photo competition, Second Prize, ‘Big Brother’ Nick Schweitzer
49:62   MCR Photo competition, Third Prize, ‘Frost’ Katie King
49:67   Reunion Dinner, classes of 71-75
49:69   Professor Carol Robinson as a lab technician
49:75   The Master, Isobel Cohen [winner “The Other Prize”, Downing College, Sophie Seita and Kathryn Crowcroft [joint winners of Poetry Prize] and Professor John Kinsella
49:76   Henry H Y Yap, Hao Zhang, Xingchen Zhao, W. Wing Yip, Sir David Wallace, Miss Shanshan Du, Xiaogang Tian
49:76   Sir David Wallace and Wing Yip Scholars 2011-12 (Hao Zhang, Shanshan Du and Xingchen Zhao)
49:94   Paula Halson and Sir Hermann Bondi
49:101  Ludwig Wittgenstein blue plaque
49:109  Sir William Hawthorne
49:114  Maersk MC-Kinney Moller
49:117  Dr Richard Hey
49:122  Dr Helen Patterson
49:138  New Fellows (Dr Phil Booth, Dr Nick Cutler, William Davies, Leigh Denault, Luis Duarte D’Almeida, Dr John-Paul Ghobrial, DR Chaoyang Lu, Dr Rita Monson, Professor David Ron, Dr Hannah Rowland, Dr Elodie Salager and Dr Nicola Smith)
50:9    Mark Carberry, Jeffy Li, Lady Wallace and Sir David Wallace with musicians in Fujian
province, China
50:22 Artist’s images of the New Court
50:49 Lawn Tennis first team
50:55 MCR Photo Competition First Prize: Leilia Dore, A Fragile Friendship
50:56 MCR Photo Competition Runner-up: Will Hamilton, On the Slopes of Mount Kenya
50:56 MCR Photo Competition Second Runner-up: Halima Hassan, Double Rainbow
50:62 The Master (Sir David Wallace) and Poetry Prize winner Joseph Minden
50:63 The Master (Sir David Wallace) and “The Other Prize” winner Harry Buckoke
50:72 Churchill Boat Club crew
50:73 Churchill Boat Club crew
50:74 Churchill Boat Club crew
50:75 Jim Cameron or Chris Lloyd
50:85 Diagram of sustainability
50:86 Diagram of educational foundations for engineers
50:86 Graph of educational requirements to enter a profession
50:91 The University Challenge team from 1970
50:97 Polo match with Sikh players and possibly Churchill in the background
50:98 Churchill and Feroz Khan Noon
50:103-106 Floral Churchill
50:111 Professor Sir Robert Edwards
50:113 Professor Frank Hahn
50:124 Professor David Olive
50:125 Professor David Olive receiving the Dirac Medal
50:144-145 New Fellows (Dr Theresa Biberauer, Dr Helen Curry, Dr Neil Davies, Dr Thomas Davies, Dr Richard Durbin, Professor Emily Grundy, Dr Aurelia Honerkamp-Smith, Dr Lisa Jardine-Wright, Dr Paolo Luzzatto-Fegiz, Dr Mikhail Rubinov, Mrs Gillian Secrett, Dr Luke Skrebowski, Dr Katherine Stott, Dr Patrick Varilly, Dr Emily Wingfield
50:152New Fellows (Professor Douglas Arnold, Dr Anne Charmantier, Professor Jeffrey Evans, Professor Emmanuel Garnier, Dr Aihisa Inoue, Professor Peter Schmid
51:27 HRH The Duke of Edinburgh in Churchill College on 25 June 2014
51:55 MCR Photo Competition First Prize: Smita Gopisetty, Square View
51:56 MCR Photo Competition Second Prize: Karolis Misiunas, Untitled
51:57 MCR Photo Competition Third Prize: Sumaiya Mamun, Stairway to Success
51:67 Inaugural Dinner in Hall at Churchill College (See 52:72 for suggested corrections and additions to the list of attendees that accompanies this picture)
51:67-68 50th Anniversary Dinner
51:73-74 Unveiling of the sculpture ‘Apples and Atoms’ at Trinity College Dublin in honour of Ernest T.S. Walton
51:75 The Master and Caitlin Doherty (The John Kinsella and Tracy Ryan Prizes)
51:76 The Master and Thom May; Poetry reading (The John Kinsella and Tracy Ryan Prizes)
51:86 Stephanie Tickle, nee Hanley, with Rosie the cat
51:93 ‘The GODS present...’ poster
51:96-97 GODS production photographs
51:103 ‘Crucifixion at High Table’ (watercolour on paper) by Barrie Hesketh
51:106-109 Floral Churchill
51:117 Dr Colin Campbell, 1927-2014
51:124 Professor Anthony Kelly, 1929-2014
51:127 Tony(Kelly) in the Senior Common Room at Churchill
51:132 Lady Soames (Mary Churchill) as a newly commissioned officer at the end of 1942
51:133 Lady Soames with Giles Palmer (head gardener at Chartwell)
Professor Anna Craft, 1961-2014
Professor Frank Hahn’s Memorial Celebration
Professor Andrew Webber
New Fellows 2013-2014 (Dr Jethro Akroyd, Dr Alecia Carter, Dr Toby Cubitt, Dr Christopher Gagne, Dr Tawfique Hasan, Dr Michelle Linterman, Professor Jianjun Mei, Dr Thomas Owens, Dr Oliver Ross, Dr Jerry Toner)
Overseas Fellows 2013-14 (Professor Neil Balmer, Professor Gordon Fain, Professor Kyoung Jin Lee, Professor Crystal Martin, Dr Eric Parent, Professor Michael Schull, Professor Jean-Christophe Thalabard)
Cowan Court under construction
MCR Photo Competition First Prize: Giorgio Diviniti, Life from Sand
MCR Photo Competition Second Prize: Zhiyuan Pan, Untitled; MCR Photo Competition Third Prize: Karolis Misiunas, A thought on Civilisation
The Master with the 2015 John Kinsella and Tracy Ryan Prize winners, Flora de Falbe, Lilly Posnett and William Hutton
The Master with the first place winner of the 2015 John Kinsella and Tracy Ryan Prize, Flora de Falbe
Transformation of Cheonggyecheon from an elevated motorway to a day-lit stream and greenway
Nicola Martin (nee Young) and family
David Stoddart in Fiji; David Stoddart and Tom Spencer surveying raised fossil coral reefs on Mauke; David Stoddart surveying the immediate aftermath of the southern North Sea storm surge
June and David Stoddart
New Fellows 2014-2015: Dr Jack Alexander-Webber; Dr Ross Anderson, Dr Mike Blake, Dr Mia de Kuijper, Dr Mark Holmes, Dr Xavier Moya, Dr Alexey Onatski, Mr John Pennant, Dr Eric Rees, Dr Andreas Sommer, Mr Tim Oates, Mrs Shelley Surtees
Overseas Fellows 2014-2015: Dr Daniela Calzetti, Professor Robert Cervero, Professor Cristophe Pichon, Professor Timothy Heckman
Dame Athene Donald ‘in Conversation with’ Carol Robinson
Women in STEM residential at Churchill for Year 12s studying Physics and Maths
‘Founder and Foundation’ exhibition, Wolfson Foyer
John Boyd’s 80th Birthday, College Dining Hall
New boathouse: interior and exterior
Master, Christopher Riley, Dr. Don Pinchin’s daughter (Karen) and wife (Lydia) in front of the Pinchin-Riley House
Møller Centre Leadership programme participants
Cowan Court: building site aerial view, interior and exterior, opening ceremony with the Master and Michael Cowan, and photograph of Shelley Surtees, Jennifer Brook, Archie Howie, and Carol Robinson in front of Cowan Court
MCR Photo Competition First Prize: Giorgio Divitini
MCR Photo Competition Second Prize: Emma Lawrence
MCR Photo Competition Third Prize: Gemma Goodfellow
Assemble Collective project, and photograph of Director of Studies in Architecture, Dr. Minna Sunniva-Blank, with Joe Halligan (U06)
French Government Fellows: Dr. Jean-Yves Delene, Prof Jean-marc Dimeglio, Anny King, Prof Eric Parent, Dr. Yannick Champion, Prof Jean-Christophe Thalabard, Prof Daniela Dragomirescu, Prof Serge Cohen, and Dr. Frédéric Thibault-Starzyk, in the front garden of the SCR
New Fellows 2015-2016: Dr Jason Ali, Dr Vid Simoniti, Dr Conor O’Brien, Dr Anna Young, Dr Peter Sloman, Dr Tim Minshall, Dr Ronan Daly, Dr Toby Wilkinson

Overseas Fellows 2015-2016: Prof David Holcman, Prof Jason de Jong, Prof Antonin Chambolle, Prof Louis Geli, Prof David Valls-Gabaud, Dr Pierre Vanhove

Bernard Meadows, ‘Pointing Figure with Child’, by Barry Phipps

Travis Sawyer, Shell Churchill Alumnus Research Prize winner and Brian Graves, Shell Research Prize winner

The Howell, Killick and Partridge Scheme for Churchill College

Evolution of Churchill layout

Professor Alison Finch

Sir Clive Woodward and Gillian Secrett at the Møller Centre

Churchill College Choir at St Martin-in-the-Fields

MCR Photo Competition First Prize (Karolis Misiunas), Second Prize (Victor Kang)

MCR Photo Competition Third Prize (Akshath Sharma)

A Colin St John Wilson House

The Chapel at Churchill’s organ

The Churchill Writing Group

The Xiaotian Fu Garden

Correlli Barnett’s 90th birthday celebration

Gordon Brown after giving a lecture

Len Squire’s 90th birthday celebration

Four generations of Music Sizars and Director of Music-Making

Elizabeth Churchill Snell with Churchill Society of Tennessee President, John Mather

French Government Fellows Reunion group

Alec and Mary Broers’ 80th birthday celebration

Xiaotian Fu Garden Opening

The Master and the French Ambassador

French Government Fellows’ Reunion group

The Master’s and Fellows’ Garden

Mary Soames with Winston Churchill at Chartwell

Churchill College Virtual Celebration

New postgraduate housing

Bluebell wood

Professor Dame Nancy Rothwell

The Bondi family

The Master picking up litter with JCR Green Officer

Churchill Enterprise ‘Pitch to Win’ winners

Professor David Reynolds

The Master in conversation with Angela Saini

Churchill College Football Club’s mens team

Churchill College Rugby Club team

Sir John Boyd with Sir Geoffrey Howe, Sir Malcolm Rifkind and Sir Douglas Hurd

George Steiner

Professor John Morrison, Major-General Jack Hamilton, Richard (Dick) Tizard

Churchill Fellows, 1962

Undergraduates
57b:32-37 College buildings (photographs and illustrations)
57b:38 Colloquium participants, 2000
57b:41-44 Sculptures in Churchill College
57b:45 Edward Lilley and Friends recital, February 2020
57b:48 Inter Alios [choir], The Chapel at Churchill College
57b:49-51 Photographs of grounds and gardens at Churchill College
57b:53 First Dinner in Dining Hall, 1964
57b:55 Prince Philip, the Visitor at the opening of the Archives Centre, 1973
57b:57 Front of College
57b:59 The College Library
57b:61 Athene Donald showing Baroness Thatcher’s handbag
57b:62 The Møller Institute
57b:67 Gillian Secrett with Ane Maersk Mc-Kinney Uggla
57b:68 Møller Institute staff, 2020
57b:74 Churchill Ladies IV in the May Bumps, 1974
57b:81 Tamara Williams leaning through a Hepworth sculpture
57b:82 Tamara Williams
58:2 Lady Soames planting a weeping white mulberry Morus alba ‘Pendula’ in 2009
58:17 Front of Churchill College with a heron in the moat (Brice Letcher G18)
58:37 An architect’s model of the Bill Brown Creative Workshops
58:39 Michael Cowan planting the Metasequoia glyptostroboides ‘Gold Rush’
58:43 The new perimeter path
58:65 The pan-African and LGBT+ flags flying over Churchill College
58:72 Winston Churchill with General Auchinleck, Western Desert, August 1942
58:74 Winston Churchill as a young cavalry officer in India in the late 1890s
58:77 The LGBT+ flag flying over Churchill College
58:81 Stormzy with black Cambridge students
58:91 Dr Manasa Ramakrishna’s PhD graduation at the University of Melbourne, December 2013
58:92 Dr Manasa Ramakrishna and her family in front of the Marilyn Monroe images at the
Fellows’ Family Supper, February 2020
58:103 A screenshot from Mark Goldie’s talk
58:105 A screenshot from the Master’s conversation with Dame Janet Thornton
58:108 A screenshot from the Master’s conversation with Professor Diane Coyle
58:111 A screenshot from the Master’s conversation with Professor Lucie Green
58:114 A screenshot from the Master’s conversation with Chi Onwurah MP
58:119 A collage of images of student life, including 2021 graduation, a rowing four and students
baking
58:126 A household Christmas dinner during the Covid pandemic
58:129 A sketch of a person holding a cup, sitting in front of a computer with books and plants
58:130 Nishanthi Gangadharam in front of Senate House in 2019
58:131 A view of the Archives Centre and College on a late autumn day in 2017
58:133 An Avogadro plant
58:152 Richard Partington with Nick Bryant (U86) at the UN in 2017
58:153 Richard Partington, holding a sign saying ‘I will shut up and enable women’s voice to be
heard’ on International Women’s Day
58:154 Richard Partington holding a supervision
58:155 A screenshot of Richard Partington giving an admissions talk
58:156 A screenshot of Richard Partington
58:157 A screenshot of Richard Partington giving a talk on ‘interview top tips’
58:162 Shelley Surtees, holding a sign saying ‘I will never judge a person on appearance’ on
International Women’s Day

57
58:163 Shelley Surtees with David Oakley (Catering Manager) and Beatriz San Juan Castellanos (Catering Assistant), all in black tops and pink aprons
58:164 Shelley Surtees in formal dress outside a formal dinner
58:165 Shelley Surtees with the Conference department in 2017
58:166 Shelley Surtees with a golden retriever
58:167 Shelley Surtees’ dog, Max, wearing a face mask incorrectly
58:169 Sculpture on rails
58:171 Image of the moon over College rooftops
58:173 Image of the Library window columns and shadows
58:173 Image of a book lying on the ground, covered with pink blossom
58:175 Front cover of ‘Cornucopia’, Ken Livesley’s autobiography
58:180 Press cuttings about the foundation of Churchill College (Daily Mail, 1958)
58:186 Lauren Thomas’ working from home arrangements
58:190 Housekeeping advent calendar 2020, featuring Shelley Surtees and Rosemary Saunders
58:194 Hydrangeas in West Court, 2019
58:195 Copper on the refurbished Dining Hall roof
58:196 The refurbished Dining Hall floor
58:196 The reconfigured Buttery
58:199 A champagne glass in front of the foundation stone
58:203 A screenshot of a presentation on The Black Students Support Fund
58:205 Ayanda Mhlongo
58:206 A model of the Bill Brown Creative Workshops
58:215 Two images of the Boat Club
58:216 Bumps in 1974 with Jack Miller
58:218 A photograph of a Churchill Boat Club boat and rowers
58:222 The front cover of the official programme with the London Marathon, 1981
58:224 Two images of Tim Oakley running
58:225 Tim Oakley’s London Marathon number
58:239 The front cover of Nick Bryant’s publication, ‘When America Stopped Being Great’
58:240 An image of Professor Bhanu Kapil and her publication, ‘How to Wash a Heart’
58:241 The front cover of Professor Matthew Kramer’s publication, ‘Freedom of Expression as Self-restraint’
58:243 Fellows socialising in the sunshine in the Fellows’ Garden
58:265 A vase containing a selection of flowers bearing the name of Sir Winston Churchill